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[0:00:00]

Robb: Hey, folks. Welcome back to another editon of the Paleo Soluton Podcast. Robb
Wolf here. Today's show is with New York Times bestselling author Tim Larkin.
Tim is a really phenomenal guy.  He has writen a book When Violence Is the
Answer. 

Tim has  a  fascinatng background.  He is  a  defensive  tactcs  in  hand  to  hand
combatves  expert  who's  worked  with  a  remarkable  number  of  people  and
enttes including the US Navy Seal teams, Seal Team Six, US Army Special Forces,
FBI Hostage Rescue Team, Department of Treasury, Department of Energy, US
Marshals and it goes on and on and on.

Tim is a lifelong athlete, served in the military, has been interested in combatves
and martal arts literally his whole life. We had a really fascinatng conversaton
around  this  topic  of  violence  and  aggression.  This  is  another  one  of  these
podcasts that for some people maybe a litle bit upsetng. It may take you into
some places that you're not entrely comfortable with.

I try to live as peaceful and buterfy and unicorn life as I possibly can. But I've
been in a couple of situatons. I was, I guess, the victm of an atempted mugging
once and managed to navigate that situaton prety efectvely and in many ways
could have been very lucky because the individual was not armed either with an
edged weapon or a frearm or anything.

That situaton forever changed the way that I approach getng into and out of a
car in a parking lot, approaching an ATM, navigatng my family around diferent
environments.  Tim  talks  about  this  stuf in  the  book.  The  book  is  really
fascinatng  in  that  he  breaks  things  down  and  talks  about  things  like  social
aggression versus asocial violence.

It  may  seem  like  a  spurious  distncton  but  it's  really,  really  important  to
understand that. I think for many people who have never experienced some sort
of a violent atack and thank God the vast majority of us have not and in general
the world is a safer place than what it's been in the past but these things do
happen. I think it's worthwhile just noodling on some of this stuf. 

Tim, in additon to making a really strong case for developing some basic physical
skill sets, he makes the most profound argument that your mindset is going to be
the  thing  that  makes  or  breaks  a  situaton  like  this.  Part  of  this  is  just
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understanding that some people are capable of just absolutely horrifc acts of
violence and may visit this upon people for literally no reason whatsoever. There
can be no rhyme or reason to it.

Oftentmes, when people are faced with these situatons, in the back of their
mind they're spending tme thinking about  like why is  this  happening to me,
what's  this person's problem with me instead of immediately going to a spot
where  they're  considering  that  this  person  may  try  to  kill  them  and  being
prepared to deal with that.

I don't want to give away too much of the interview. Again, then name of the
book is When Violence Is the Answer. Tim Larkin is the author. I think you'll fnd
this fascinatng. I really enjoyed chatng with Tim. This is one of those shows
that I think if you folks really enjoy it, this would be worthwhile to have Tim back
on later.  If  you fnd some interestng questons,  please do drop those in the
comments. It'd be great to have a further conversaton with Tim around this. I
really enjoyed the show. I hope you do too. Let me know what you think about
it.

Hey, Tim. Thank you so much for coming on the show today.

Tim: Hey, thanks for having me on, Robb. I appreciate it.

Robb: A  huge  honor  to  chat  with  you.  I  know  that  we  have  an  interestng  Venn
diagrams of overlap. That's odd that I'm sarcopenic nerdy biochemist and you're
military background and self-defense and tactcs expert so it's odd that we know
anybody in common but I do have a ton of interest in all the work that you do.

Your most recent book When Violence Is the Answer, it's just a fascinatng read
for me. As the father of two young girls, these topics of handling oneself in a
modern environment is just really near and dear to my heart. It's interestng and
I'm curious if what some of the response has been. In your very frst chapter, you
opened this thing up with violence is a tool.

[0:05:00]

In today's day and age, I could almost see people running for safe space bunkers
and needing counseling just to even throw that message out there. What are you
saying there with this noton that violence is a tool?

Tim: For that very reason, what you're talking about, because right now what -- And I
had to fght, Robb, to get violence in the ttle. I had to fght Litle Brown, the
publisher.
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Robb: I believe it.

Tim: It's funny. We were having this conversaton and I had a couple of my guys that
were  on  my  team  and  we  were  arguing  about  it.  Then  the  Pulse  nightclub
happened.  That  was  frst  in  a  series.  And then they quickly  understood that
violence -- Because people were using violence as a topic. It was after the, not
the Nice but the Paris truck atack that one guy, I think he was interviewed, I
think either in CNN or Fox, but he was a prety well-known terror commenter.

He said, he goes, "It's fnally happened because they're using the one weapon we
can't  predict  nor  defeat,  the  human  mind."  That  was  my  message,  is  that
inherently we all have the ability to use a tool of violence. Unfortunately, what
happened is we stgmatte that word violence in the meaning criminal and to
discarding it because we feel none of us want to be criminals, therefore, there's
no good informaton here. So, I'm going to go look for informaton over here. I'm
going to call it self-defense. I'm going to call it X, Y or Z. I'm going to call it the
ant-violence training or whatever. 

What's  interestng is we just need to reeducate ourselves to understand that
violence is a tool that can be used by either good people or bad people just like
any other tool can be used. How it's used will be determined whether it was a
justfed use of the tool or it was a criminal use of the tool. And we have to start
out with that premise so that we give ourselves permission to look at violence.
Because when it comes to your own self-protecton, you want to be able to use
the tool of violence. You don't want to have to rely on anything where any of the
outliers of violence are taken out.

Something like a controlled sport event or anything that conveniently takes out a
lot of the outliers that we see in the street. What I tell people all the tme is any
client that comes to me, the assumpton in the training is always going to be the
threat you're going to face is always going to be bigger, faster and stronger. The
threat is always going to carry weapons and there's always going to be more
than  one.  If  you  take  that  approach,  you  understand,  okay,  there's  lots  of
outliers that I have to be concerned about and then you have to look at some
unlikely places and unlikely sources to get the best informaton.

Robb: Right. And, man, I mean, clearly, I kind of, pun intended, put bread on the table
by talking to people about nutriton which is a contentous topic at best. It seems
like you are fghtng a monumental batle here in that on the one hand violence
and aggression is an innate human trait. You can get into game theory and make
some arguments for -- This is kind of baked in our genetc cake to some degree
because whether from an aggressive standpoint  or  a self-defense standpoint,
there's going to be some give and take on that aggression spectrum that has
clearly been benefcial to the species over the long haul.
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There's horrifc characteristcs and outcomes for it but it's baked in the cake and
yet we have a societal meme or idea that we need to do everything we possibly
can to root  it  out.  So,  what's  being suggested there  is  we're  going to try  to
fundamentally change our human nature. What I fnd happening in that process
is that people are doing a bunch of mystcal stuf that has no efcacy in the real
world  and that  they  are  left even more exposed to  these potentally  violent
situatons. What are your thoughts around that?

Tim: Yeah. It's weird. We're allowed to have that worldview that you're talking about.
I understand exactly what it is, the idea. Even looking at the subject somehow,
there's that -- Oftentmes you'll hear the spiritual sense. I don't mean this in a
denigratng way but you hear it kind of in a, the idea of karma and the idea of
well, if I think about violence and I start setng it, it's going to bring it into my
life.

My argument for that is, well, do you have a -- Most cites have a code where in
your kitchen you have to have some form of a fre extnguisher in case you have
fre.

[0:10:05]

Does that mean by having a fre extnguisher that you are wantng to bring fre
into your life? It's just preventatve. There's no downside to looking at it. The
reason we're able to have this, what is really an outrageous, when you think
about it that we sit there and think, well, we shouldn't have to know anything
about violence and makes us bad people.

Just because we're so damn good at violence. If you live in the United States
right now, we have been so good at using the threat of and the tool of violence
worldwide and yet we have some physical situatons with the placement of our
country in the oceans and everything that make it harder to get to.

We're in this unique positon where there's no country in the world that's ever
been able to have three war fronts going simultaneously less than 3% of the
populaton involved in it and no ratoning, no nothing. We literally -- A couple of
years  ago we had three war  fronts  going  and our  country  for  the most  part
wasn't afected in its day to day operatons. Most people had no idea it was even
going on.

That's unheard of and that's because we're so damn good at violence. I don't
mean we're violent people. There's a huge diference. Being able to use the tool
of violence does not make you a violent person. As a mater of fact, as I argued
in the book, in my world, the people that are the best at using justfed lethal
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force, that are trained to the highest levels tend to be the calmest people and
live the most fulflling lives for the most part.

Because  they've  looked  at  the  subject,  they  understand  what  it  is,  they
absolutely understand what they have to react to and what they don't have to
react to and they've made a conscious efort amongst most of them to live their
lives to the fullest and to minimite any chance of violence ever entering your life.
That's  their  hope.  Through  that  preparaton,  that  they're  able  to  have  this
outlook.

The argument, the hard part is that people have to understand the reason we
are the superior species as far as the dominant species on earth is because we're
so good at violence. It's  not because we're the biggest, fastest and strongest.
That's the hope that I throw out there for everybody.

If  we  had  to  be  the  biggest,  fastest  and  strongest,  we  wouldn't  be  here.
Oftentmes I  joke at  some of  my seminars.  I  tell  people, "Okay--" I  get some
prety alphas in my classes. I'll say, "Okay, hey, I got a ten by ten cage. I got a 65
pound mountain  lion that  hasn't  eaten in  three days.  Who wants  to  go  two
rounds with him?"

You're looking at these guys who are just these behemoths, these genetc freaks.
Nobody wants that. Because we are just, if we have to rely on our physiology
and the way we're built, that's not the way it is. But it's our mind, the human
mind that makes us dangerous. That's our most powerful weapon. I know that's
a cliché with a lot of people but it's actually the case. Meaning, our weapon is
our mind. You can't control intent, intent to do harm.

That's what we're up against. What we're up against these days are now people
that are using low technology high concept.  They're using everyday materials
and everyday accessible tools  to create terror situatons,  shootngs,  things  of
that nature. We need to understand that that can also work in our advantage
too to  protect  ourselves,  is  that  if  we correctly  train  our  mind,  we correctly
coordinate our bodies and understand that we want to learn the skill  sets of
destructon not competton, we have a really good chance that should violence
enter our lives we have a good chance of changing things in our favor.

I've  had  some  of  the  most  unlikely  people  be  able  to  do  that.  But  you're
absolutely right. The reason I wrote the book and the reason it's so great to get
an audience like yours to be able to hear this is I'm sure many of the people out
there  would  not  willingly  check  this  topic  out  or  they'd  already  have  their
assumptons.
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The fact that I have the opportunity to discuss violence at this level, not on the
punching and kicking level, we could talk a litle bit about that, but just the idea
of saying, "Hey, guys, don't fall for this stgmattaton. Don't let people think--"
Because what we're doing by stgmatting violence is it's now only available to
the predators.

Robb: Right. Would you make that point in chapter six -- Which is it? Man, I'm missing
it here. It's basically the worse -- Oh, there it is. Chapter four, the worst people
have the best informaton which is, I think, kind of your point there.

[0:15:02]

I have a three-year old and a fve-year old daughter, doing my best to navigate
raising them. I want to them to be aware but I also don't want to like scare them
such that when the lights go out at night that they're incapable of sleeping in
their own bed and everything.

It's interestng because, on the one hand, I try to tone back either one of the girls
tooling of on each other. Although funny enough, the three-year old is much
more aggressive and much more assertve than the fve-year old and kind of runs
roughshod on the fve-year old. 

On the one hand, I tell  them it's not good to hit each other and we need to
communicate and use our words and fnd other ways of dealing with this. At the
same tme they'd been in a couple of situatons whether the playground or once
or twice at school where some kids have started of with some kind of verbal
stuf and then it's escalated into a push or something like that and I've given
them kind of a rubric to work out of with that which is say no, move away, run
away and then beyond that, basically, go for the jugular and try to kill that kid. 

Maybe it gets into this social aggression versus asocial violence. Could you talk a
litle  bit  about  that?  And if  you  can,  maybe  dovetail  in  the  kid  element  too
because, I mean, this is -- It's a calculus problem for me. I'm not that good at it,
trying  to  fgure  out  what  is  the  appropriate  course  of  acton  and  all  that
partcularly with trying to raise kids.

Tim: Yeah. I have twin four-year old daughters and a seven-year old and my oldest is
21. My oldest didn't get this informaton untl he is about 17 and a half. I didn't
want him navigatng high school with the training. That was a personal choice.
Most of my instructors felt the same way. Girls will train as early as 11 because,
unfortunately, sexual assault is happening against girls in an unparalleled--

My book before this was about that, about women self-protecton. The research
was just horrifc when I looked at it. I had no idea. I know it's bad. I had no idea it
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was that bad. So, my thought process with women is there's  a couple of big
positves with women. One, they pick it up way faster than guys. And I fnd that
most of -- Most women, if they learn to shoot, if they learn to do anything, they
tend to pick it up faster than most men because they don't have the situaton
where men-- 

Men, we have two things working against us. We feel we should already be good
at  something  so  we pretend we are.  And then we muscle  things.  We'll  just
muscle things. It takes a while for us to get into the pure technique aspect of
things.  Whereas  women  basically  don't  have  that.  When  you  ask  them  to
perform something, they prety much, for the most part I found it across the
board, most of my female students get it really quick. 

They understand because they're not trying to rely on muscle. They're not trying
to rely on a lot of things that we as males. And they don't have to -- The other
reason I'm okay training women early is because young men have this navigaton
where we use violence as guys sometmes to communicate with each other.

We have this locker room mentality where there's just confusion. Is this real or
not real? Is this territorial? And that goes into what you were just talking about
which is another big premise in the book, is defning for people the diference
between  antsocial  aggression  which  is  imminently  avoidable  and  asocial
violence which is basically you have to be able to take acton.

One of things that I  put out,  I've had this quote for years but basically when
people come into my training they see a quote that says "Violence is rarely the
answer." Everybody loves that part of the quote because we all understand, yes,
that's absolutely true. But the second part of it is, "But when it is the answer, it's
the only answer."

And really what we're talking about is we're talking about the frst part of that is
asocial, antsocial aggression. Violence is rarely the answer. It's basically never
the answer in the antsocial aggression. The second part is asocial violence. But
when it is the answer, it is the only answer. If I can defne that for people and
they really  understand that  with no physical  training whatsoever,  it  will  help
them navigate  and  minimite  most  of  the  big  mistakes  people  make when it
comes to violence and getng themselves  involved in  something  where they
think they're getng themselves involved with their version of whatever they
think the situaton where they think, "Oh, this is just a verbal argument that's
going somewhere." And they have no idea the person on the other side is going
to  have  disproportonal  response  because  they  don't  know how to  read  the
diference between antsocial aggression and asocial violence.

[0:20:15]
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Really it comes down, when people sit there and say, "Okay, am I going to give
you some big laundry list on how--" I hate when people do that. I hate when
people make things harder than they are. And so really what I just tell people, it
literally comes down to choice. If choice is involved in any of the step where you
can willfully make a choice to disengage and leave then it's not the tme to use
violence.

That's going to be really hard for a lot of people because that's going to involve a
lot  of  ego,  dissatsfacton.  It's  going  to  be  --  People  are  going  to  be  put  in
situatons where they feel maybe humiliated or embarrassed or they feel they
have to take acton, something wasn't justfed. This is where I go in the book
really in depth and say, okay, antsocial aggression everybody wants to respond
with violence. Asocial violence, everybody wants to talk.

What do I mean by that? A guy knocks in; he spills the drink on you. You're all
hyped up. You're ready to go. You want to get in that guy's face. And I'm just
throwing it  out  there.  People like that.  You're  going to defend that.  Are you
going to defend the fact that I got a drink spilled on me by this guy so I'm going
to  make  him  pay  for  this.  I'm  going  to  make  him  either  humiliated  or  I'll
challenge him to a fght.

Same guy late at night, two in the morning, door gets kicked in his bedroom,
three guys with shotguns in balaclavas and one guy with a duct tape, and what
does he want to do? "Who are you? Why are you here?" He wants to engage
them verbally. Probably not going to get a good result that way, not the tme to
use verbal in a situaton like that.

The idea is the only tme that we use violence is when we are facing imminent
grievous bodily harm and we are devoid of choice. If there were any optons to
leave, we would have any optons to talk our way out of it.  If  we don't  take
acton, we're basically partcipatng in our own murder. That's  that rare black
swan event when violence would be the appropriate acton. 

When you look at that, you then want to make sure that, okay, if I need to use
tool of violence, what's the most efectve path to me shutng down his most
valuable weapon which is the human brain? And that's  when we look at the
injury to the human body. Now, antsocial aggression, if you have to ask yourself,
"I really want to hit this guy but I'm not sure it's the right tme," it's not the right
tme.

What  most  people  don't  understand,  even  if  you  want  to  go  into  the  legal
aspect, the only tme I get -- It's very interestng. I travel around the world and I
do this all the tme. The only place where I get any questons about the legality of
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something, the legality of, "Oh, hey, is it legal for me to protect myself here?" It's
only in the US. Everybody else worldwide understands because of what they live
with.  They  understand.  As  soon as  I  defne  antsocial  aggression  and  asocial
violence, they get it.  They go, "Yeah, that's  what I'm talking about.  I  need to
know what to do when I'm devoid of choice. Show me what to do."

And then they completely focus on that because they've already worked it in
their mind. They go, "Yeah, I don't respond to this. I don't respond to this but I'm
worried about this because I've seen this happen before to other people or it's
happened so now I  need to know not only what to do but what can I  do to
minimite  the chance of  this  ever  entering  my life."  That's  my real  goal  with
everybody.

My real goal is, the reason I teach them physically how to literally do heinous
things  to  the  human  body  and  permanently  injure  a  sensory  system  or  a
structure of the human body is to let them know that, hey, if you ignore all the
warning signs prior and you choose to not disengage and get out of there prior
to something happening this is what you're going to have to do to get yourself
out of this.

What's interestng about that is then once I take them and they physically had to
go through and learn injury to the human body and what it takes and how to do
it,  there's  a  systemic  change  in  somebody  after  they've  done  kinesthetc
learning. They're all of a sudden, when I say things, "Don't go to the ATM after
8:30 at night," and I show them a couple of videos, boom, and they go, "Yeah, I
heard that. I heard that."

After the physical training, now, they really heard it. They understand. They go,
"You know what, I'm going to stop sleeping with my--" What I told my clients is
my goal is to make sure every client comes to me that by the tme they're done
with me they've taken their head of the railroad track. They're not sleeping on
the railroad track anymore. Avoid all the avoidable. That's really what it is.

[0:24:59]

What's interestng is you can't get there just through conversaton. It really, for
me, it's that physical kinesthetc work they have to do that they then sit there
and go, "Oh, man, yeah, this is what I would have to do because I was too stupid
to walk away when I had the chance." And, for me, what's cool about that is
when people go through this process, I've had people even reading the book and
writng me back and just thanking me saying, "I've completely changed a lot of
the things that I used to do where I was taking unnecessary risks. Some of them I
knew were risks. Others of them were pointed to me in the book. I've changed
for that."
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That's my big goal for everybody. My big goal is not to have everybody become
well-versed  practtoner  of  using  the  tool  of  violence.  It's  basically  educate
themselves to understand that this is a subject, this is something that if it comes
in your life it  literally  can turn your life upside down in seconds.  70% of the
people  that  know  me,  they  know  my  name,  know  me  because  something's
already happened to them. That's the base of my clients. Majority of them have
had  violence  enter  their  life  or  have  had  somebody  in  their  life  experience
violence and then sought me out after that.

It's like only 30% of the people that are proactve that are coming in violence
hasn't  entered  their  life  yet  and  they're  just  looking  for  some  proactve
informaton. So, reaching groups like yours, I'm hoping that I can at least spur
some thought process on the subject because I've never seen anything and I
mean I've dealt with clients that are the most elite ter one guys all  the way
down to or all the way over to the most ambitous efectve entrepreneurs, a lot
of the Silicon Valley guys and stuf like that and down to soccer moms.

What's  interestng  is  violence  has  no  demographic.  It  doesn't  discriminate
against politcal stances, color, race, create sexual orientaton. It afects all of us.
And it's something that very few of us have taken a look at.

Robb: It's interestng with the crowd that follows a lot of my work, they're putng a lot
of  tme  and  thought  into  the  foods  they're  eatng,  sleeping,  physical  body
maintenance, exercise, but if one were to face this catastrophic event of needing
to use physical violence to save oneself or save one's family members or mitgate
a dangerous situaton I think a woefully small number of people have even -- You
talk about mindset so much. 

It's important clearly, and we'll get into this a litle bit, like some of the physical
training, but just psychologically being prepared for the fact that somebody you
don't know, they don't know you, you couldn't imagine why they would want to
hurt you and they do, you have no idea what the path is that brought them to
you. Maybe they don't even want to rob you. They're just in this mode where
they want to hurt someone for whatever reason.

That's a really scary and very novel thought for a lot of folks and partcularly
when they're putng a lot of tme and efort into kind of personal development
and creatng a good environment for themselves. But to your point, we can do all
kinds of mitgated strategies. I like to joke that if you don't want to get in a fght
or you don't want to get mugged, you're not at the bar at 2:30 in the morning
with a wallet hanging out of your pocket with $100 bills dangling out.
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If you want to feld test your stuf, that's an amating way to do it. If you want to
avoid that at all cost then that's perhaps something to not do but it's defnitely
something that is not in my opinion adequately on most folks' radars. To your
point about running through all this stuf, what do we do with kids when they're
at school to mitgate the downside risk of having a fre? We do fre drills.

We do fre drills multple tmes a month, I think, in most schools and then we get
out and we live our regular lives and there is no fre drill for us around what if
somebody  tries  to  corner  you  at  the  ATM?  What  happens  if  somebody's
approaching your  car  when you're  loading your kids up at  the parking lot  of
Whole  Foods and stuf like  that?  There is  no  fre  drill  for  that  stuf that  we
routnely entertain.

Tim: Yeah. I try to tell people it's a double-edged sword with training kids.

[0:30:00]

But you absolutely have to do it. What I try to tell parents all the tme is the most
important thing when you're looking for kids to get trained is not that they're
trying to get trained in what I'm talking about.  You want to start introducing
concepts  to  them,  physical  concepts  early.  One  of  the  things  I  got  my  son
involved in right away, my seven-year old, he's been doing it for four years now,
is gymnastcs.

The reason I got him involved in gymnastcs is because my experience has been
that people that have picked up the training the best that I've had in the past
had been gymnasts and dancers. Their knowledge of their body and their gravity
centers is really interestng. It's a very interestng thing. I know that getng that
done in a child prior to seven years old, there's some research that says it stcks
with them. It becomes part of them during that tme.

I did that early on. I had him do one jujitsu class which I think is great for kids. I
think jujitsu is awesome for kids. I think jujitsu -- I got to be careful. I think jujitsu
is awesome. I got a lot of buddies in it. It's fantastc. But for kids especially it's a
great introducton. The problem is you got to -- It all comes down to everything is
the instructor.

If the instructor is not a good kid instructor, it's just terrible. The frst guy that my
son had just wasn't good and now we got a new guy that's coming in and this
guy's amating with kids and so I'll get him back in with that. But the idea that I
want to just get across all the parents, this is the disappointng part, I wrote a
blog  post  about  this  years  ago,  we have to  remember that  it's  ultmately  as
parents our responsibility and it doesn't mean that we have to be these hobber
parents, but we just have to be very realistc that whenever you've seen anything
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like, with those drills that they do sometmes on the news where they train kids
-- They take them for a day and they train them, saying, "Hey, stranger, danger,"
and  they  do the  whole  thing  and  then they  have  the  kids  walking  out  in  a
controlled environment where an unfamiliar adult comes up and shows them a
puppy and they all jump in the car.

They do that right after having the training. What I try to tell people all the tme
is, listen, these predators -- And believe me it's horrifc the level of predators
that are out there these days, they're far more savvy that your child's young
mind is  ever  going  to be.  They're  going to be able  to talk  them into things.
They're no match. Your child is no match for these people.

That's not to scare the crap out of everybody. It's just to be honest. My wife is a
captain with Las Vegas Metro and she's done all sorts of interestng -- She's run
interestng undercover groups and stuf and, unfortunately, a lot of it's been in
the  sexual  trafcking  side  of  things.  Unfortunately,  frsthand,  I  have  a  lot  of
knowledge, disturbing knowledge about this.

What I try to tell parents is it's absolutely good to get your kid in there, not with
the  idea that  you're  going  to  be able  to  protect  themselves  but  that  you're
coordinatng them and that you're preparing them for early adulthood when you
can start  teaching them efectve protecton measures where their minds are
mature enough to be able to discern when it would be tme to use that and how
to properly protect themselves.

And also to make beter decisions about what to do and not to do because -- You
have daughters. I have daughters. That's a whole new world. My son was easy.
My oldest son was really easy. My litle guy is really easy. Boys, just point them in
the directon,  they  like  to  break  stuf.  Girls  are  completely  diferent  animals.
They're  so verbal.  They're  so  advanced.  It's  going  to  be one of  those things
where we're going to have to, as dads, navigate this and do it in a way, like you
said, doesn't scare them but lets them know that you are not powerless when it
comes to your own protecton and you have the ability to protect yourself. You
just have to look at things diferently. You can't look at them the same way that a
male would look at them. That's part of it.

My litle guy, I just want him to the point to where he is really as coordinated in
his body as possible, he understands how to move correctly, good movement
paterns, and then it's really easy to teach people like that. It's really easy for me
to teach really coordinated MMA guys, BJJ guys. Those guys are easy because
they already have the intent. They already have the ability. They just need to sit
there and see where, okay, let's take this submission move into a joint break to
protect your life. Let's do this, this and this, make these changes and understand
that when you're fghtng for your life, here's what you got to be aware of.
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[0:35:03]

Those guys are great but with litle kids, the disappoint thing is we as parents --
The example I gave was does the lioness expect the lion cub to take a couple of
classes and fght of the hyena? It's no. The lioness is going to take care of the
hyena when it comes to it. That's our job. These are hyenas. I'll just give you a
very disturbing thing that's going on here.

These are Vegas stats. They have 16 full  tme investgators working on cyber,
going after pedophiles on cyber. They are so overwhelmed that if the child -- This
is how they determine it. They said, listen, basically, if the kid's old enough to not
believe in Santa Claus or the Easter Bunny, we have to discard that case. They're
having so many cases from infant to six-year olds that are overwhelmed. It's a
very real threat to our kids. Oftentmes, these parents are there.

Again,  I'm  not  a  fearmonger.  I'm  not  trying  to  but  I  have  young  kids  and  I
understand.  You  ask  the  queston  and  I  just  had  to  give  the  disappointng
answer, unfortunately.

Robb: Right. No, no, no. It's phenomenal. I work prety tghtly with the Reno Police and
the Reno Fire working on their wellness. Funny enough, our clinic does the Vegas
Metro wellness too. So, your wife probably knows the CEO of our clinic Jackie
Cox. We just had a situaton here in Reno where a girl who was 12 somehow
there was some interacton online. I never really got remotely the full details. It's
at a very haty 30,000 foot level.

Some guy was interactng with her online, managed to somehow get her money
for a bus tcket. She made it as far as Sacramento and then somehow this whole
gig got popped, the emails got read and the Sacramento Police intervened. This
guy was part of a group of people and they had traced him back with multple
dotens of young girls, young kids that have just disappeared. They ended up in
that probably like global sex trade deal.

This girl was a step away from going down that rabbit hole and never coming
back.  That was something that just happened a couple of weeks here ago in
Reno. I mean, again, it's one of those things where like you need to be -- What
do the guy, be aware and informed and fght back and all that? But at the same
tme, man, I just want to have a cocktail on rock fddling in the corner and not
think about it.

Tim: Yeah. It's horrifc. That's why this whole subject of it and the reason I went out of
the way to call it violence is I didn't want to sugarcoat anything because what we
call self protecton, self-defense is really what happens after the fact. Meaning,
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what gets us out of the situaton that we're talking about is violence. And then
the violence, it's  determined by the local  authorites whether or not it was a
justfed use of violence or where it will be legal or if it was criminal and then
you'll be prosecuted. 

But really what we're defning is violence and that's the core thing that we're all
learning. The problem with it also is people are very -- People tend to look at
things like the UFC and you have all these amating athletes and these incredible
guys  that  are  just  phenoms,  and  girls,  that  are  just  phenoms  and  we  think
somehow that, oh, since I can't do anything like that there's no reason for me to
look to--

Robb: Even try.

Tim: [0:39:12] [Crosstalk] self-protecton.  And it's  kind of interestng.  I  was talking
with another guy in the industry, a buddy of mine, Tony Blauer and he--

Robb: I know Tony. Good guy.

Tim: I like Tony because he -- Well, we've been friends forever. But, I guess, people
would say we're compettors but I just think he brings really outstanding views.
One of the things that we were talking about was the fact that people say they
want to train all the tme. "I really want to learn self-defense. I really want to
learn this." And really the vast majority of people don't want to learn that. They
don't want to learn self-protecton or become an instructor or do the craty stuf
like I do or other guys that are real practtoners do.

[0:40:02]

It's because we like this stuf. We're mutants. To us, it's interestng. What most
people want is, hey, I want to know how can I live a life where I would never
need to use the skills that I'd learned in self-defense? How can I arrange my life
beter  that  way?  That's  really  where  I  think  we  can  help  people.  The  other
analogy Tony used was the idea -- I don't know where he got it. He probably
stole it from somebody because he's a sneaky bastard.

He claims it for himself but I thought it's prety good. He said, "Hey, listen. Really,
everybody should learn self protecton just like everybody should learn CPR." A
doctor wouldn't  make fun of people learning CPR. Yeah,  you're not a doctor.
You're  not  going  to  be  a  world  class  MMA  practtoner  if  you  learn  self-
protecton. But that's not what it's designed for. It's really designed for this.

I've had some of the most unlikely people, and I mean unlikely people, be able to
use the informaton of how to injure somebody to save their life against bigger,
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faster,  stronger  people.  And the reason being  is  because they  knew how to
exploit an opportunity that the predator gave them. That's just it. This is not a
competton. That's  what people have to understand.  When it  comes to your
own  self-protecton  we  don't  want  to  learn  competton.  We  want  to  learn
destructon. They're very diferent skill sets. 

The reason we look at like something like the UFC or other combat sports, what
makes  them so  great  is  because  we gamifed violence.  The  way  you  gamify
violence is by taking direct injury out of the equaton. Last tme I looked at the
rules,  I  think there were 31 rules for  the UFC,  27 of  them involved injury to
human body. Because it has no place in competton. 

To break a structure, to deliberately break a structure or a sensory system on
somebody in a competton is criminal and should be treated as such. I absolutely
agree with that. People say to me all the tme, "Well, if the system you teach is
so great, why isn't it in the UFC?" I go, "It is." I said it's ended every competton
it's ever been involved in regardless of who the fghter or the practtoner was.

Of course, I'm kind of screwing with him. I sit there and go look at every MMA
injury that's come in there when you got these two highly trained athletes going
at it. One guy makes a mistake, rolls up, snaps the other guy's ankle, it's over.
The guy is right there. This guy who was completely dedicated and going, now
his sole focus is on that injury to the human body and it's over where the refs
there stop it. They had to get the guy out of there and get medical atenton to
him.

That's just one area of the human body. We see numerous areas all the tme. So,
when injury is introduced, it bypasses bigger, faster and stronger. That's kind of
the  Roseta  stone  to  self-protecton.  It's  understanding.  Where  you  get  that
informaton, the best informaton on where to go in the human body to get the
biggest results comes from sports injury data.

The reason why we look at sports injury data is because those are all injuries
where humans collided with humans and humans collided with the planet and
those are forces that you and I can replicate. And you see there's approximately
seven areas in the human body that keeps showing up tme and tme again.
These are these areas that regardless of the person's physical conditoning they
can't protect these areas of the human body.

A lot of us know a lot of the obvious ones, the eyes, we know groin, throat.
Everybody talks about those areas. I already talked about the ankle. Joints are
susceptble. Joints are very susceptble after or prior injury. Joints are actually
prety tough if you're not injured on there but once you start systemic injury the
body loosens up and then joints are really easy to take out.
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Basically,  what  you  do  is  you  have  to  look  at  things  diferent.  The  biggest
challenge I  have with same socialited individuals  when I'm training them is I
need  to  fip  their  mindset  to  the  way  a  predator  looks  at  things,  an  alpha
predator. An alpha predator, when he looks at another human being, say the guy
is much bigger than him, we would sit there and look at that same individual
who's much bigger, stronger and faster and that's like, "Oh my god, he's so much
bigger than me. He's way stronger than me for sure. I know he's younger and
faster." And we just start shutng down with all these thoughts. Whereas the
alpha predator looks at that and says, "Okay, he's got a throat like me. He's got a
groin like me. He's got knees like me. He's got a clavicle like me. He's got ears like
me."

[0:45:05]

He just starts looking for all the opportunites, all the similarites. It's the idea of
looking at human, the similarites in all human bodies rather than diferences.
That also gives you the focus to go in right away and you know what your job is
because I don't want to fnd out how good that guy is. I don't want to fnd out
how fast he is. I don't want to fnd out how strong he is. I don't want to fnd out
how good he is at doing what he does.

The way I get out of that is by putng an injury on a human body that's enough
that  it  basically  betrays  his  brain.  The  body  goes  into  an  autonomic  refex
response, a spinal refex response where there's no informaton basically given
to the brain. The body just automatcally reacts to protect itself and then informs
the brain, "Hey, by the way, you just broke your ankle. You just did this."

We've all experienced it. If you touch the hot surface or you stepped on a tack or
something, your foot automatcally comes up after stepping on the nail or the
tack.  You  don't  think  about  it.  You  don't  sit  there  and  say,  "Oh,  hey,  I  just
stepped on something. I beter move my foot." It just automatcally happens and
then you look down and you say, "Oh, shit, I just stepped on a sharp object."

Or you touch a hot surface and your fngers come right of right away. That's not
a thought process. The brain is not used in that. It's the spinal refex reacton.
The  aferent  and  eferent  nervous  system  are  kicking  back  and  the  trauma
amplitude is so great that it only makes it partally up the spine before another
impulse shoots right back down and say, "Hey, move it. Move that right now."
That's  what  bypasses  the  guy's  will  in  everything.  He  can't  control  his  body
anymore when he's had those types of injuries put on him.

Robb: Right. Tim, I have a good friend Mat Thornton, a really sharp philosophical guy.
I'm curious where you are on this. You've kind of alluded that I think you guys
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may be on similar pages but he's made the point that it would be fantastc to be,
even marginally well-trained in some efectve delivery systems like jujitsu, Greco
wrestling, boxing, and then we could layer in then this -- If you're a good boxer
you fgure out some degree of movements and also target placements and so
then if we wanted to poke someone in the eyes we've got both, some apttude
and movement but the targetng is kind of in there.

Maybe similar with Thai boxing, decent wrestlers are going to be able to disrupt
someone's center gravity and to your point maybe dump them on the ground or
something like that. How do you view that whole story of if one wanted to pick a
suite of things to train to kind of augment this more self-defense specifc kind of
delivery,  what  type  of  delivery  system  would  you  want  running  in  the
background there?

Tim: First, I had to preface to everything by saying I am probably one of the biggest
fan boys of martal arts. I  grew up pre-MMA. I  had to do mostly Korean arts
coming up because that's  all  that  was available. But I'm huge. I  mean,  I  was
involved in some of the earlier UFCs early on and stuf and I knew all the players.
I  just love the sport. I  love that whole thing. I  love the practtoners. I  got to
preface it with that. 

My take on all of that stuf is I could care less, when it comes to your life, I could
care less where you learned that partcular strike that you did, move, whatever
you did. It's just, okay, does it produce an injury like we describe it? And if it
does, you're good to go.  It  doesn't mater. And the reason I'm saying that is
because the alphas, the guys that live in this petri dish of asocial violence day in
and day out that literally run the prison systems, they run the streets, most of
these  alphas  are  incarcerated  23  out  of  24  hours  a  day,  have  litle  to  no
technology and yet are able to run tens of thousands of distributors.

The reason they're able to do all of this -- We're talking, obviously, about the
prison gangs. We're talking about members of, say, Black Guerilla Family, Aryan
Brotherhood or Mexican Mafa.  The reason these guys  are able to do this  is
because their currency is violence. They have to be good. Meaning, the threat of
violence and being able to efectvely do violence is extremely important.

[0:50:00]

In order to do that, they can't have any opinions. They can't say, "Hey, I'm going
to train martal arts Y versus grappling arts X," or anything. They sit there and
they  said,  "Listen--"  In  fact,  the  frst  group  that  really  got  it  was  the  Aryan
Brotherhood. They screwed up, in the mid 90s, they screwed up an executon
that they were hired to do. 
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That's  their life bread. Aryan Brotherhood is really  interestng. Listen.  I'm not
glorifying any of these guys. I'm going to preface it with that. But when you look
at it from this perspectve, you learn a lot. They make up less than one half of 1%
of  the  prison  populaton,  the  Aryan  Brotherhood,  yet  they  run  most  of  the
prisons that they are in. When John Got, the former mob boss in New York,
went to prison, the mob had to pay of the Aryan Brotherhood to protect him.
They couldn't protect their own in there. That's how powerful these guys are.

What was interestng was they screwed up this murder. It was writen up in the
New Yorker a while ago, I think about probably 15 years ago. But they messed up
a murder  and  they're  really  bombed out.  Meaning,  the  guy  stabbed --  They
stabbed the guy a couple of tmes. They'd goten in there but then the CERT
team, the prison SWAT team got there early.

After that, they basically put an edict to everybody saying, "You're going to study
anatomy. Everybody, all of our people need to study anatomy. We need to know
where to put our knives, where to put our eforts. We got to make sure that
these guys are dead before there's any response tme. We can aford to do this."
Because, of course, now that guy is moved into a secure locaton. They didn't
have a chance to hit him after that. 

That's a big black mark on them because, again, they have to be successful in
order for them to have power. That's where they derive their power. And so they
did it. And then, of course, I have interviews from a lot of the top guys in all
these gangs and they all talk about the same thing. They all talk about violence.
Now, what's interestng is they talk about their educaton process and they talk
about  a  lot  of  books  that  you'd  be  very  familiar  with  as  with  lot  of  the
entrepreneurs, things like the 48 Laws of Power, Senses, Art of War, Abnormal
Psychology and Psychology. 

A lot of the books that they listed in this one interview that I saw are basically
are all the same books that I as a young special warfare intelligence ofcer went
through a course at JFK Center in Bragg. It was special operatons people and it
was  our  reading  list.  The  only  thing  that  wasn't  on  the  reading  list  was  the
Anatomy text that they studied. That was the diferentaton.

These guys are incredibly smart individuals and so what I would do is I would just
overlay everything with the idea of anatomy. Meaning, are you getng a direct
result?  It's  kind of  like  Peter  Drucker  thing.  You want  to make sure  when it
comes  to  your  own life  that  everything  that  you  put  in  to  save  your  life  is
efectve frst.  And as long as you sit  there and go,  okay,  would that  get me
result? Okay, that's efectve.
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Then if you have the luxury to contnue training and doing things then you can
get efectve, I'm sorry, then you can get efcient. You can smooth things out. I
tell everybody my only goal for people is to make them efectve frst because
everybody can do rock to the back of the head. Everybody can do a lot of these
basic straightorward injuries that we talk about to other human beings. If you
want to train longer then, yeah, I can work on your movement paterns. I can
make you more coordinated.

But  that's  a  luxury  and  that's  not  necessary  because  I've  got  tons  of  videos
unfortunately of very unskilled practtoners who understand injury to human
body taking out very skilled practtoners who don't understand the diference. It
doesn't mean one is beter than the other. It just means that the intent to do
harm and knowledge of where to put that intent is really worth its weight in
gold.

So, yeah, I think, background, I think jujitsu is fantastc. I think learning a group of
things,  boxing  is  fantastc,  all  that.  They're  all  indirect  pass  to  injury  though
because  they're  not  specifcally  designed to  injure  the  human  body.  They're
designed to have some sort of a competton. And all my buddies in jujitsu, they
always bemoan the fact that in UFC you really don't get to see the ultmate in
jujitsu and they all laugh because people get hit.

[0:55:00]

I  understand  what  they're  saying.  They're  saying  that,  yeah,  in  a  jujitsu
competton where the rules are allowed for jujitsu to really show what it can do,
you're going to see amating high, high level jujitsu which if they try to do that in
an environment where strikes are allowed against a really good well rounded
MMA practtoner they're probably going to run into some problems in doing
that if they don't respond in kind.

That's what I look at. What I look at, I look at everything and say, okay, are there
any -- Has anything been contained in what these guys are training right now?
They made assumptons that this isn't going to happen. Meaning, okay, it's going
to  be  one  --  A  lot  of  people  always  assume  it's  going  to  be  a  one-on-one
situaton. That, to me, is absolutely craty. Because all you have to do is just look
at the wealth of YouTube videos that's out there showing violence and it's rarely
one on one. It's never this classic dual situaton that most of us train for in the
combat sports and martal arts.

It's this mult men situaton where you really have to understand movement. You
have to understand rotaton.  It's  things  that  are very easily  learned by these
practtoners. The goal of combat sports is not to maim, cripple and kill. It is to
beter your opponent, to show your skill sets are beter, that you have the same
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level of skill, you're pited against somebody who's your same weight class, your
same, about roughly on par, and then you get to see, hey, whose training and
whose tactcs and whose heart is beter under these conditons? That's fantastc.
Unfortunately, taking some of that approach to the street can be deadly against
somebody that just wants to injure you.

Robb: Right. Tim, with that mind, where do -- Man, this just goes down the rabbit hole
quickly but where do edged weapons and frearms drop into this?

Tim: It's all the same. The way we talk about is, the way I talk about it with my clients
is brain is your primary weapon. Your body is your frst set of tools. Everything
else is just add on. So, clip on tools. So, the same movement paterns that I use.
The targetng that we use is the same targetng you use for any tool. And so you
don't have to then say, okay, now we're going to do knife fghtng, now we're
going to do gun fghtng. It's all synergistc.

It all work together. In the same methodology that I use for training people, we
use the same methodology that you would learn whenever you use any new
tool. I mean, I have to basically, when I get new people, I have to have them tero
in their weapon system and their inital weapon system is their body. I'm going
to use the same protocols that you use on a range when you're teroing in your
weapon. You're going to go slow and deliberate.

You're going to lock things in. You're going to do deep practce type training up
front and you're going to use the crawl, walk, run approach. The problem is that
people,  for  whatever  reason,  when  it  comes  to  training  your  own  weapon
system, we throw everything out that we do with every other weapon system
that we train. Like there's very litle deliberate training that I see frontloaded in a
lot of the, I guess I'd call it reality self-defense, hand to hand, all that stuf.

A lot of it is chaos driven and create chaos way before the practtoner has any
skill sets or foundaton laid down to deal with it. I put it like this. I always joke to
people,  "Hey,  how many people know how to shoot?"  And there'd  be some
people who raise their hands. I go, "Great. Okay. So, was your experience like
mine? The instructor showed me, basically gave me safety briefs, showed me
how to hold the weapon, loaded it for me, took me to the kill house, said, okay
good luck, threw me in and then red team started shootng at me right away.
That's how you guys learned it, right?"

They all  start laughing. I go, "Yeah, why are you laughing?" Well, because we
won't be able to do anything. You don't know how to operate the tool. So, you
have to learn to operate the tool frst slowly deliberately with a total focus on
how it works and what you can do with it before you sit there and stress yourself
out in something where you don't have any skill set to respond.
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So, this is ramping up too soon and, you know, I've got a lot of -- There's a ton of
data, and they call it deep practce now. I mean, we were doing it a long tme
ago. We just always understood that slow training, slow deliberate training yields
amating results when you go at full speed.

[1:00:02]

Now, that does not mean slow meaning weak. It does not mean that you never
ramp velocity. But just like anything else, velocity is the last thing you put into
the equaton. If everything else is screwed up, velocity is just going to make it
worse. That's probably the biggest diference I see on how to learn injury. You
really want to learn it slowly, deliberately, putng one square inch of you on a
square inch of him that can't take it. It's not built for that type of trafc. And you
get a real result.

You'll learn that for a while and then it just becomes second nature. And then
you can just look at the human body and, like I said, all of sudden you go from
looking at the diferences to every human body looks the same to you. Your
opportunites look the same and you're constantly, when you're walking around,
you're  constantly  targetng  just  naturally,  not  in  an  aggressive  way,  not  in  a
creepy Dexter kind of way or anything like, but you just naturally, you look at
somebody and you just notce the highlights on the body.

"Oh, yeah, that's where the inside of his knee is. I'm about a step and a half away
from his throat." You just start notcing these things. And so you learn it in kind
of a low stress environment frst and then you go up. I just remember every tme
I learned weapons, explosives, any of the really craty stuf that could get a lot of
people hurt and killed I had the most calm deliberate instructon from guys who
didn't want to be calm and deliberate because they're going easy on me. They
want  to  be  calm  and  deliberate  because  they  want  to  make  damn  sure  I
understood everything.

Robb: They didn't want to die from your mistake.

Tim: Exactly. And were they craty and sadistc? During physical evolutons where it
was very difcult to get really hurt or hurt a lot of people. All the stuf that didn't
mater  where  they  put  on  all  of  the  stress  testng  and  stuf like  that.  But
whenever it came down to like fre and maneuver or any of the really intricate
stuf, that was a lot of deliberate up front training before we ever got to go full
speed.

Robb: Makes a ton of sense. I mean, everything from just like -- It's funny the parallels
between  these  things  because  we  cofounded  the  frst  and  fourth  CrossFit
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afliate gyms in the world and we were prety successful fnancially with that. I
mean, running a brick and mortar business is not for the faint of heart in that
regard but we really early on recognite that people needed that crawl, walk, run
approach and if they weren't ready for it, they weren't a good ft for the gym.

They were a liability if they wanted to bypass those steps. And what we found is
that these folks exceeded. They were comparatvely safe relatve to the other
people. And so it's interestng even on a business perspectve of running a jujitsu
school, MMA school, what have you, if that kind of progressive environment and
knowing when and how to ratchet things up so that people get a dose versus
when the things are like, no, we need to really take our tme to get these motor
paterns or even just the mindset right. 

The folks that get that right, they usually do prety well fnancially. They usually
get a decent amount of profciency in what they're doing and the rest of the
folks are kind of left scratching their head why they're getng lackluster results.
So, it's just interestng to me that there's all these parallels there.

Tim: Yeah. What people don't understand is that if  you front load everything with
deliberate practce and deep practce and slow accurate, what's great about that
is you know every mistake you make. You can feel when you're out of balance.
You can feel when -- You can look at your targetng and go, "Oh, man, I'm too
low on the throat there. I got to adjust up."

But you have the ability to adjust and train your body because really what your
brain is asking is, hey, okay, in the situaton, what do you want me to do? And
you want to make sure you're giving it the best informaton possible. The brain
doesn't  know speed.  It  doesn't  distnguish between velocity.  It  just  say,  "Oh,
okay, so when I'm in a positon like this, you want the body -- You want our body
weight to step right through this guy and you want this one square inch of your
forearm right there in that one square inch of his windpipe." "Yeah, that's what I
want." "Okay, cool. Let's do it a couple of tmes." Boom, boom, boom.

And then it just, like I said, you just start -- It's that kinesthetc link, that idea it's
not me talking to you as an instructor or any of that stuf. I love to hear myself
talk because I'm freaking brilliant but, unfortunately, that doesn't really help my
people. What my people need to do is they need the kinesthetc awareness of
actually using another human body, touching these areas, not trying to injure the
other person.

The other person modeling what injury looks like to see what success looks like
and you're just using all of these proven skill sets that have worked amatingly. I
mean, I remember McGregor got harassed a lot because he was doing a lot of
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movement training and slower training just like that. And, yeah, say what you
want about it, he defnitely got some results. 

[1:05:00]

I got a lot of other people that use it in other competton or areas that have
really raved about it in the results and it's prety straightorward. It works really
well with frearms training. It works really well with edge weapons training. It
works really well with just about any sort of complex training. Therefore, why
wouldn't it work when we're talking about our own mind and body? That's really
the way we look at it.

I don't want to look -- I don't want my client to be beholden to a tool or think
that there's anything special about the tool. If he understands that targetng the
human body and he understand what kind of results that you get with these
types of targets, meaning, okay, we know if I'm, an edged weapon practtoner
for me, I want him to sit  there and realite, okay, lower margin ribcage is my
friend, highly vascular blood bags behind all four quadrants.

I can also go up underneath the pelvic foor and get big results because they're
not going to be able to bear down after that. They'll eject tssue. Yes, I could go
for the side of the neck but that's a lot harder than most people think to get the
artery. It's not as high value of a target for this type of thing. And you just look at
where you go, liver, spleen, kidneys, pelvic foor, right up under the chin.

I don't mean to be this graphic but what I'm saying is what I want coming out of
my people is a decrement of functon that they're going to do. I am doing this
because it's going to decrement this guy's functoning and this is how it's going
to happen. And that's how you talk to each other. No, I don't poke the guy in the
eye. I'm blinding him. That's what I'm doing. I'm not punching him in the throat.
I'm startng the asphyxiaton process. This is how you talk. Your self-talk is very
important when you're learning this and when you put it because that helps you
build the intent.

Robb: Well, Tim, your book is amating, When Violence Is the Answer. Who introduced
us? I'm trying to remember.

Tim: I don't know. We know a lot of similar people. I don't know if it was Ryan or if it
was Bret that introduced us.

Robb: It's Bret. Yeah, it was Bret.

Tim: I run across a lot of people. This isn't like mutual backslapping. I followed your
stuf for a long tme.
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Robb: Oh, cool. I had no idea.

Tim: Yeah. I reached out to you one tme to tell you I really appreciated one of your
books. The other thing is I heard Joe Rogan talking about one tme too. That
scene where you were out in the bush and freaking huntng with those primitve
weapons was freaking amating.

Robb: I stll apparently have the world record in that kind of Boone and Crocket deal
for the largest land animal taken in modern tmes with an atlatl. So, I've got that
going for me.

Tim: That's something to hang a hat on. That's prety cool.

Robb: I tell you what, if you starve long enough and lose enough weight, you fgure out
a way to make things happen. I guarantee that.

Tim: Thank you so much for having me on and let me share the message with your
people. 

Robb: Huge honor to have you on. Before we wrap up, remind folks where they can
track you down. I know that when they go to your website, tmlarkin.com, when
they order your book they get a free ten-week video training course also with
that. Can you talk about that a litle bit?

Tim: I just think it's incomplete when -- Listen. I had 2,500 pages that I had to distl
down to a couple hundred pages. There's a lot of stuf. So, what I decided to do
for everybody because I really appreciate -- Listen, you know, when you get your
book published, it's not a big money maker. I did it with the publisher because I
wanted to get a broader range of people and having a litle publisher like Litle
Brown is nice in my industry because most of us self-publish which is there's
nothing wrong with that. It's just you get a gravitas if you have a real publisher.

What I decided with people was, listen, if you're going to be good enough to help
me out and get the message across and keep me on a list and everything, I'm
going to go out of my way to go each chapter by chapter and go in depth and do
a follow-up video and also give them some video examples of some of these
things. 

I'm bringing some criminal videos that I have, some interviews from some of the
alphas from the prison gangs, incidents that they can look at. It's just a ten -- One
every week for every chapter. And it's just been great. People really, really like it
and it kind of helps in a multmedia way bringing the book alive a litle bit more.
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Robb: Oh, man. It's genius. I absolutely love it. I am painfully regretul I have not done
that yet for my books. Before, I don't know, maybe a week, a week and a half
ago when I was doing some prep for this, I shot this to my wife and like, oh my
god, we totally need to do this. Yeah, great. Good job for doing that.

Tim: They can go to my website. They can go to whenviolenceistheanswer.com as
well and it gets some right in the process right away.

Robb: Great. And do you have a preferred social media hangout? Twiter? Facebook?

Tim: Instagram.

Robb: Or you try to avoid that like a plague?

Tim: I'm not a big Twiter person although that's where a lot of people reach out to
me.  But,  yeah,  it's  @TFTTimLarkin  and  then  same  for  Instagram  too.  And
Facebook, it's easy to fnd me. It's Tim Larkin. You'll fnd me.

Robb: All  right,  Tim. Well,  thank you so much for  coming on the show and looking
forward to buying you a drink in real life and talking shop.

Tim: Take care.

Robb: Awesome, Tim. Take care.

[1:10:55] Eod of Audio 
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